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Abstract: We provide explicit formulas that describe how sensitive the resulting signal
of a neural network is to the measurement errors with which we measure the inputs.
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1 What are neural networks
Artificial neural networks (see, e.g., [2]) simulate a
highly parallel way the human brain works. In the
simplest 3-layer back-propagation neural network,
inputs signals �������������	��
 first go to

�
“hidden” neu-

rons. Each of these neurons produces a signal�������������������������������� ���!
"���#
�� ���$��%�'&�(*)+( � %!�
where � � �-,.%/� &&0� 1�2435�76�,8%
is an activation function. Signals from these neurons
are collected at the (linear) output neuron, producing
the final signal9��:;�<��8�=�>�������?:A@B��C@D�E:F���
i.e., "�@G��HI� :;�J�����9K 
G L HI� ��� L ��� L � ���$��MB�?:F�C� �7&N%
Neurons in the hidden layer are called hidden be-
cause their signals are not directly outputted to the
outside world, they are only fed to the output neuron
that produces the final result.

2 Why neural networks
Neural networks are known to be universal ap-
proximators, i.e., every continuous function O�P ��� � ���������7� 
 % on a boxQ 6SR+�$RUTIVA�����WV Q 6SR+�$RUTX�

and for every positive real number Y[Z]\ , there
exists a function of the type (1) that approximatesP �-� � ���������	� 
 % within a given accuracy Y .
At the same time, they are fast to compute: if we
implement all neurons in hardware, then a 3-layer
neural network means that no matter how complex
the function is, and how many variables it has, it only
needs the processing time of two layers to compute
the desired value of the function.

3 We want a neural network to be
trained

A typical application of neural networks, e.g., in con-
trol, is based on the following idea. Often, we have
skilled operators who can control a given plant, but
who cannot describe their control in precise terms.

So, what we can do is collect the record of their
skillful control, i.e., find out what control _^a`�b these
skilled operators applied for different combinations� ^a`�b� ���������7� ^c`�b
 of input variables, and train a neural
network in such a way that it will produce the same
control for all given inputs.

4 How neural networks are trained

The universal approximation result does not tell us
how to train a neural network, i.e., how to find the
values of the weights � � L and : � that approximate a
given function. For this training, one of the most suc-
cessful algorithms is back-propagation, which is, in
effect, a gradient descent method for the least square



error. Namely, if we want the neural network to pro-
duce the output �^a`�b for given inputs � ^a`�b� ���������	� ^a`�b
 ,
i.e., if we want to minimize the squared difference� � �� ^a`�b 6A��-� ^a`�b� ���������7� ^c`�b
 %7%���� ���C%
where ��-�������������7��
W% denotes the expression (1), then
we must update the previously known weights to the
new values � � L � � � L 6�� � � �� ��� L
	 ����%

:A@ � :F@�6��"� � �� : @ � ��8%
where � Z \ is a step. Back-propagation is, in ef-
fect, a fast algorithm for computing the correspond-
ing partial derivatives.

While computation of  from given �5� ���������7�#
 starts
at the hidden neurons and then goes to the output
neuron, in the forward direction, the algorithm for
computing these derivatives starts with computing
the derivatives corresponding to the output neuron,
and then moves to computing the derivatives corre-
sponding to the hidden layer, i.e., goes backwards.
Thus, this algorithm is called back-propagation.

5 How neural networks are used
In accordance with our description:� first, we train the neural network to produce ex-

actly the desired values, and� then, we “freeze” the weights, and use the
neural network solely in forward propagation
mode.

6 Problem
The problem that we discuss in this paper is that in
real-life control applications, the values � L of input
variables come from measurements, and measure-
ments are never 100% accurate. As a result, the val-
ues �� L that we measure may be slightly different from
the actual (unknown) � L values of the correspond-
ing physical quantities, i.e., the measurement errorR � L�� ���� �� L 6;� L is, in general, different from 0.

How does this uncertainty affect the result of the neu-
ral network? In other words, how is the computed

value � � ���� �� �� � ��������� �� 
 % different from the desired

value  � ���� ���� � ���������7� 
 % ? In yet other words, how
sensitive is the neural network to the inaccuracy with
which we know the inputs?

7 Measurement errors are usually rela-
tively small

Measurement errors are usually relatively small. So,
to find the bounds onR  � ���� �96A9��� ���� ��������� ���
 % 6;������ ���������7�#
W%���� ���� ��������� ��#
 %!6�� ����<6 R ������������� ���
96 R �#
 %!� ���C%
we can expand the dependence (5) in Taylor series
and retain only linear terms in this expansion:R "� � � ��� �NR ���/������� � � � ��
 �NR �#
�� ����%
8 Two cases: interval and statistical

The resulting estimate on R  depends on what we
know about the measurement errors R � L . In all
cases, the manufacturer of the measuring instrument
provides us with an upper bound R L on the measure-
ment error: � R � L � (DR L .
In some situations, this is the only information that
we have. In such situations (see, e.g., [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]),
the largest possible value of R  is equal toR ������ � � ��� ���� ��R � �>������������ � � ��
 ���� ��R 
 � ����%
In other cases, in addition to the upper bound on
the measurement errors, we know the probabilities
of different values of these errors. Usually (see, e.g.,
[10]), the corresponding probability distributions ofR � L are independent, and each R � L is normally dis-
tributed with 0 average and known standard devia-
tion � L . In this case, the variance � Q 8T , i.e., the mean
squared value of R  , can be computed as follows:

� Q �T�� � � � � �"! � � � �� �>��������� � � � 
#! � � � �
 � ��$�%
In both cases, to estimate the effect, we must know
the values of the partial derivatives� � � L � ��%�%



9 What is known
Several papers (see, e.g., [1, 3]) describe how to com-
pute the desired derivatives (9) on the training stage.
On this stage, we know the partial derivatives of

�
w.r.t. weights, and from these derivatives, we can
easily estimate the derivative (9).

Specifically, due to the chain rule, the derivative of
�

w.r.t � �!� is equal to � �� ���$� �
�J��R  ^c`�b ��:;�J��� �� K 
G L HI� ��� L ��� L � ���$� M � �'& \ %

where we denotedR  ^a`�b � ����[��-� ^a`�b� ���������7� ^a`�b
 % 6; ^c`�b �
while � � � L �@G�!HI� :;�J��� �� K 
G L HI� ��� L ��� L � ���$� M ����� L � �'&�&N%
Therefore, � � � L � &��R  ^c`�b @G�!H � � �� � �$� ����� L � �'& �C%
10 What we will do
In this paper, we will provide an estimate for the de-
sired partial derivative on the usage stage, when no
partial derivatives are known.

Preliminary results of this research were first an-
nounced in [11].

11 Our formula
The resulting formula is as follows:����

� � � L ���� ( & ����� 2_����� �	��
 %�� �'& ��%
where

���
� ���� G � � :A�J����� L %� �7& ���4%

and
��

� ���� G � � :;�J����� L %�
<� �'& ����%

and for each real number � , � �
� ����������5���#� \ % and

� 

� ����������I�76���� \ % .

In other words, � � is the sum of all positive terms:;������� L , and � 
 is the sum of the absolute values
of all negative terms.

12 Proof of correctness
Let us first prove that this formula is indeed correct.
Indeed, due to (11), we have� � � L �@G�!HI� :A� ����� L �N� �� K 
G L HI� ��� L ��� L � ���$� M � �7& .%
It is known that � �� � ,8% � ����� ,8%����'& 6*����� ,8%	% . The
value �N���-,.% goes from 0 to 1, hence � �� � ,8% is always
non-negative, and its largest value is attained when� � �-,.%�� \ � � ; then � �� � ,8%�� \ � �J�8�'&�6 \ � �C%�� &��  (in
this case, , � \ ). So, � �� � ,8%<( &��  for all , .
If the desired partial derivative is positive, then its
value cannot exceed the sum of all the positive terms
in the expression (14). Since � �� �-,.% is always posi-
tive, the sign of a term is determined by the product:;� �8��� L . Thus, if the desired partial derivative is
positive, then����

� � � L ���� � � � � L ( G � � :;�J�����
L % � �N� �� �-,.%<(& � G � � :A�J����� L %� � �7& ��%

Similarly, if the desired partial derivative is negative,
then its absolute value cannot exceed the sum of ab-
solute values of the negative terms in the sum, i.e.,����

� � � L ���� ( G � � : � ��� �
L %�
 �N� �� � ,8%<(& � G � � :A�J����� L %�
�� �7& �8%

Combining (15) and (16), we conclude that in both
cases, the absolute value of the desired partial deriva-
tive cannot exceed the largest of these two bounds. In
other words, the formula (13) is indeed correct.

13 Can we get a better estimate?
A natural question is: can we get a better estimate?
We will show if the number of hidden neurons does
not exceed the number of inputs (i.e.,

� (�� ), then,
in “almost all” cases, the above estimate cannot be
improved.

By “almost all” cases, we mean that these es-
timates cannot be improved in the generic case,

when the corresponding weight vectors  �J� � �����-�����C���������	����
 % are linearly independent.



Let us show that in this case, for every Y Z \ , there
exist values �_� ���������7��
 for which the upper bound is
(13) is attained within accuracy Y , i.e., for which����

� � � L ���� � & ����� 2_��� � �	� 
 %=6 Y � �'& ��%
Without losing generality, let us consider the case
when G � � :A�J����� L %� � G � � :;�J����� L %�
0�
In this case, the desired equality (17) takes the equiv-
alent form � � � L � & � G � � : � ��� � L %�A6 Y � �'& $�%
Let � be the set of all the indices ) for which : � ���� L Z \ . Let us fix a large number � and find the
values � L for which:� ��� ��� � �������N� � �!
 ��� 
 � � �$� � \

����� )	� � � �'& %�%�����<�����/�>�����N� ���!
"����
U� ���!�J� �
����� )�
� � � ��� \ %

Since
� ( � , and the vectors  �S� are linearly inde-

pendent, this system of equations always has a solu-
tion, For this solution, the formula (14) leads to:� � � L �& � G � � : � � � � L % � 6 � � � � %W� G � � : � � � � L % 
 �U���W&N%
As � �� , we have� �� � � %/��� � � � % �8�'&�6 � � � � %7% � \ �
hence, for large enough � , we have the inequality
(18).

Thus, our bound cannot indeed be improved. The
statement is proven.

It should be mentioned that if the number of hidden
neurons exceeds the number of inputs – which hap-
pens in many situations – then an improvement may
be possible.
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